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• Out-Of-Domain (OOD) 

Generalization: learn a model 

from one domain and make it 

perform well in unseen domain(s) 

• Problem of Empirical Risk 

Minimization (ERM): exploit 

spurious correlation

• Solution: group Distributionally 

Robust Optimization (group DRO) 

[1]

• Does group DRO perform better 

than the ERM method in OOD 

generalization in binary 

classification?

• Can group DRO find and exploit 

the invariant relationships in the 

training domain and learn an 

invariant classifier?

• Group DRO improves the OOD 

performance over ERM

• Group DRO can find invariant 

relationships, although the ability is 

limited when spurious correlation is 

strong in the training domain

• The backgrounds used in the data 

generation are simple, real-world 

backgrounds can be more complicated

• Need to mark the background, which is 

additional work in real world

• Repeat the experiments on real world 

images

• Compare group DRO with causal 

inference methods like IRM [3] and RE [4]

METHODOLOGYINTRODUCTION
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

FUTURE 
WORK

Data generation: 

• CUB data set [2], divided into two classes as

land birds (4615 in training split, 4510 in testing split) and 

water birds (1379 in training split, 1284 in testing split)

• Green and blue background

• Mark the label and background for grouping.

Experiment A: 

• Classifiers trained from two training sets (weak 

(training set 1) and strong (training set 2) correlation 

between label and background) by ERM and group 

DRO

• Measure the performance of classifiers in different 

testing sets

Experiment B: 

• Classifiers trained from five training sets by ERM  and 

group DRO, different strength of correlation between 

label and background 

• Evaluate if the classifiers use invariant features to 

predict, by counting number of bird i such that

CONCLUSION

LIMITATION

Figure 1: Cow in grassland                       Figure 2: Camel in desert

Figure 3: Cow in desert                            Figure 4: Camel in grassland

Figure 6:  Land birds in 

green background

Figure 5: The diagram for 

data generation. Bird has 

the invariant features.

RESULT

Figure 7:  Land birds in 

blue background

Figure 8:  Water birds in 

blue background

Figure 9:  Water birds in 

green background

Figure 14:  Results of experiments B. The number of birds being classified equally and correctly

and the percentage in total number, p = P(green background | land birds) = P(blue background | water 

birds), indicating the strength of correlation between label and background.

Figure 10, 11:  Results of experiments A, trained from 

training set 1, classification result on land birds (left) 

and water birds (right) across testing sets

Figure 12, 13:  Results of experiments A, trained from 

training set 2, classification result on land birds (left) 

and water birds (right) across testing sets

Experiment A

Experiment B

• Group DRO classifiers are more stable, 

while ERM classifiers heavily biased to land 

birds (majority in the training set)

• Most of birds being classified correctly and 

equally by group DRO classifiers, but 

performance drops when p goes up.


